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Durham University successfully explored speed-dating
as a means of developing community–university
research partnerships. The aim of this event was to
enable representatives from community groups and
organisations to meet academic staff and postgraduate
researchers from across the University, with a view 
to finding out more about each other and exploring
possibilities for collaborative research. People were
given four minutes per interaction, after which they
moved on or continued discussions about potential
research links at side tables. Feedback from the event
was very positive, but we learned four minutes was
never really long enough and we soon ended up with
too many ‘side’ conversations and not enough people
still ‘dating’! We would allow longer for interactions 
in future.

Spotlight on   Speed-dating
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Introduction

The Beacons were university-based
partnerships that sought to support,
recognise, reward and build capacity
for public engagement. Beacon NE
ran from 2007 to 2011 and was 
a partnership between Newcastle
University, Durham University and
the Centre for Life. 

Our other partners included schools,
businesses, museums, voluntary
organisations, charities, community
groups and other public sector

organisations. Our work was always
better for their involvement and we
would like to thank everyone who
gave their time, enthusiasm and
expertise to Beacon NE.

This report draws on our evaluation,
completed by Jennifer Chapman and
Antonella Mancini in December 2011
and summarises our experience as a
UK Beacon for Public Engagement.
Whatever your understanding or
experience of engagement in higher

education is, we hope you find it
useful. 

Beacon NE was funded by the UK
Higher Education Funding Councils,
Research Councils UK and the
Wellcome Trust and we are very
grateful to these funders, the National
Coordinating Centre for Public
Engagement and also to the other
UK Beacons, for their ongoing
support and encouragement.

Professor Ella Ritchie
Deputy Vice-Chancellor, 
Newcastle University

Ella Ritchie was
appointed Deputy
Vice-Chancellor at
Newcastle University
in February 2011 

with specific responsibility for
Engagement and Internationalisation;
her previous roles were Pro-Vice-
Chancellor for Teaching & Learning
at Newcastle University and
Postgraduate Dean in the Faculty 
of Humanities and Social Sciences.
She is a political scientist by
background and has a research
interest in the Europeanisation of
Higher Education. 

Professor Ray Hudson 
Pro-Vice-Chancellor Partnerships
and Engagement, Durham University

One of the world’s
leading economic
geographers, Ray 
has been Pro-
Vice-Chancellor

(Partnerships and Engagement) at
Durham University since 2007. Prior
to that he was Director of the
interdisciplinary Wolfson Institute for
Research in Health and Well-being
from 2003 and has been Professor
of Geography since 1990. Drawing
on his research on industrial decline
and its social consequences, he
represents the University on several
economic development organisations
in North East England and has served
as an expert advisor to national
governments departments,
Parliamentary Select Committees
and the National Audit Office. 

Linda Conlon 
Chief Executive at the 
Centre for Life

Linda has been 
an active member 
of the science centre
community for over 
a decade, lecturing

both nationally and internationally.
She was the first person from the 
UK to be appointed Vice-President
of the Association of Science and
Technology Centres and takes an
active role in promoting the impact
of science centres and museums 
in helping young people excel in 
the areas of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics.

Beacon North East (Beacon NE) was one of six UK Beacons for Public Engagement, 
a four-year initiative designed to create a culture change across the higher education sector.
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Foreword

The underlying ethos of Beacon NE was that in many
cases, research benefits from being participatory, and
that good participatory research should be conducted
with, rather than on, people. A number of projects funded
by Beacon NE sought to co-create solutions, leading 
to new insights or knowledge in particular fields. 

Beacon NE also played a key brokerage role in creating
strong partnerships with external stakeholders and
communities, and the initiative has demonstrated the
ongoing need for a ‘front door’ to universities, for these
partners and for the wider public.

Both Universities have recognised the need for continued
investment. Newcastle University has created a number
of new posts to deliver their revised engagement strategy,
utilising the Higher Education Innovation Funding (HEIF),
which in the past has been ring-fenced for more traditional
business engagement. Durham University now has a PVC
for Partnership and Engagement and is developing an
Engagement Advocates scheme, a department-based
network of staff willing to act as contacts and champion
public and community engagement with their colleagues.
Durham and Newcastle continue to work together, and
with the Centre for Life, on a range of initiatives which
make the most of the learning from Beacon NE.

Investment also continues to be made in staff development
and there is growing demand for training in public
engagement. We are now working to ensure that future
generations of staff and students have access to innovative
training and development in public engagement. 

Achieving culture change in complex structures such as
universities was always going to be challenging and our
approach was to work on a number of different fronts.

We have supported exemplar initiatives which put the
spotlight on particular approaches, investing in a wide
variety of people, practices and projects. The four years
of funding have only allowed us to glimpse the culture
change that is possible and we must now concentrate on
how to maintain these investments amid other demands
on universities. Crucial to sustainability at Newcastle and
Durham is the recognition that engagement is integral to
teaching and research, rather than a third strand activity.

Beacon NE was an ambitious project which faced a
number of challenges. It coincided with a time that both
Universities were re-defining their vision of their place in
wider society, and has supported the implementation of
these visions. 

Overall we have stimulated and supported the beginning
of a culture change. But we recognise the need for
longer-term support at both individual and institutional
levels to foster an enabling environment for public
engagement. This needs core funding rather than project
funding and requires decision-makers at all levels to
demonstrate a commitment to public engagement as
well as allocating the resource to support this work. 
If we are to cite our greatest achievement as a Beacon
for Public Engagement, it is that our partners have
commitment at the highest levels to continue work to
embed good quality public engagement in the future.

Kate Hudson
Newcastle University Engagement Manager

Dr Andrew Russell
Beacon NE lead at Durham University

Beacon NE was a partnership between Newcastle University, Durham University and the

Centre for Life. It was a commitment made by our partner institutions to improving the

quality of teaching and research by bringing together academic experts with ‘experts 

by experience’ from outside the academic world.
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About us Newcastle University

‘As a world-class civic university, our engagement
with civil society is integral to ensuring that our
academic and professional activities have genuine
economic, social and cultural benefits.’

Newcastle University was originally established as a
School of Medicine and Surgery in 1834 and became 
the University of Newcastle upon Tyne, later Newcastle
University, by an Act of Parliament in 1963. The University
has three core academic functions: research, teaching
and learning, and engagement. Strategic leadership of
each of these areas is provided, on a university-wide
basis, by a Pro-Vice-Chancellor (PVC) and, in the case of
engagement, by the University’s Deputy Vice-Chancellor,
Professor Ella Ritchie. Delivery occurs in our three academic
Faculties, each also led and managed by a PVC: the
Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences, the Faculty of
Medical Sciences and the Faculty of Science, Agriculture
and Engineering. Newcastle University has, in recent
years, developed three societal challenge themes of
Ageing, Sustainability and Social Renewal, under which
they group a significant part of their research, aiming to
respond to some of the most pressing needs of society. 

Total number of staff: 5,096
Number of academic staff: 2,199 
Number of undergraduates: 15,107
Number of postgraduates: 5,938 

Newcastle University key figures (2011/12)
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Durham University

‘Durham University is distinctive – a Collegiate
University with ancient traditions and modern values.
We seek to achieve the highest distinction in
research and scholarship which make a real
difference to societies worldwide.’

Durham University is the third oldest university in England
and has been a leading European centre of learning for
1,000 years. Durham houses 16 colleges, 14 of which 
sit in Durham city centre, with the remaining two at their
Queen’s Campus in Stockton. The teaching departments
of the University are divided into three Faculties: Science,
Arts and Humanities, and Social Sciences and Health,
each headed by a Pro-Vice-Chancellor. Durham
University has three ideals embedded in their research
and education: being a World University, enhancing
Community and Place and ensuring Environmental and
Financial Sustainability. These ideals ensure Durham
University is a university for and of the world, able to
support and enhance communities as places in which 
all can realise their full potential. 

Total number of staff: 3,854
Number of academic staff: 1,449 
Number of undergraduates: 11,553 
Number of postgraduates: 4,493 

Durham University key figures (2011/12)

Centre for Life

‘Life’s mission is to be the best place in the UK for
enthusing and engaging everyone in science and to
provide support and state-of-the-art facilities on site
so that world-class scientific research in medicine
can flourish.’

The International Centre for Life opened in 2000 as a
science village combining research, medicine, business,
ethics, education and public engagement, with a central
location that has placed science at the heart of the city.
The site houses a range of scientists and researchers,
including the North East England Stem Cell Institute and
Newcastle University’s Institute of Genetic Medicine. As
well as providing facilities for such research, Life aims 
to inspire curiosity in science through an imaginative
programme of exhibitions and events, to raise standards
in science education for young people and to engage
everyone in contemporary science issues. 

Total number of staff: 143
School visits (number of students): 21,872
Adult visitors: 19,827
Family visits: 131,269

Centre for Life key figures (2011/12)



Our priorities as a Beacon 
for public engagement
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Beacon NE aimed to bring public engagement practices
from the periphery of both Universities’ activities and
make them central to their core strategies. We aimed to
do this by changing culture within the institutions towards
public engagement; aligning systems such as finance and
human resources to be supportive of public engagement;
supporting a cohort of staff, students and others to
develop the skills to undertake, mentor and support quality
public engagement and generating new information about
good practice in two-way public engagement.

These aims developed over time to three key objectives:

To achieve an improved dialogue on contemporary
issues of mutual relevance to partners and wider society, to
create change that is viewed as positive by wider society.

To align systems and processes within Newcastle and
Durham Universities to be more supportive of public
engagement.

For Newcastle and Durham Universities, working with
the Centre for Life, to have adopted effective models of
public engagement that enhance social, economic and
cultural life.

We were particularly interested in improving the quality 
of teaching and research by bringing together academic
experts with ‘experts by experience’ from outside the
academic world and co-inquiry became a distinctive part
of our work as a Beacon for Public Engagement. 

The practice of co-inquiry, also known as cooperative
inquiry or collaborative inquiry, operates on the simple
principle that it is better to research with people rather
than on people. All participants in the research process
should be treated as equals and fully involved in all
research decisions as co-researchers and co-authors.

Beacon hosted a Co-inquiry Action Research (CAR) group
to share learning between partners about co-inquiry as
an approach to community–university engagement, with
a particular focus on research, and to produce materials
that would be of use to universities and community
partners engaging in this approach. 

Beacon NE also funded a number of co-inquiry projects,
which allowed those involved to collaborate on new
research. 



‘When I was asked to be part of the Co-inquiry Action Research Group, to
be honest, I didn’t have a clue what it meant or how it would have such an
important impact on my life. From the outset it was quite daunting. The
University wanted us to be one of their case studies. For me this was new.
The academics genuinely wanted to know our opinions. I must admit that 
at first I thought it was over my head and at the first meeting, a colleague
and I were ready to call it a day. We decided to stick it out for a couple more
sessions. At one meeting we were discussing the problems of engaging with
the University and one point was the language or the amount of academic
jargon being used. They listened to me and took on board what I said and 
it was plain sailing from then on. When I was asked to go to London to help
the University run a workshop I was made up. I realised then that we had
jumped that final hurdle and we were on equal terms. Collaborating on this
work with the University has given me that extra drive and confidence and 
I will go back into higher education this year to fulfil my aspirations.’
Maurice Clarkson, Thrive, Beacon NE Community Partner
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The North East has long been a champion for youth engagement and public and voluntary
sector organisations in the region are noted for their efforts and achievements in this field. 
Yet the pressure mounts – cuts to funding, changes to higher education and the social and
economic climate make the value of youth engagement and participation more important than
ever. While they are often the subject of research and invariably feel the impact of publicly
funded research as it evolves in to policy, Beacon NE believes that more young people should
be encouraged to actively participate in the design and delivery of research. In partnership
with the Regional Youth Work Unit and the Institute of Local Governance, we delivered an
event dedicated to exploring best practice in this field, bringing together academics, youth
practitioners, policy-makers and young people to build capacity and confidence. As well as
highlighting examples of best practice in youth engagement and exploring issues connected
to values and ethics, we also made time for researchers to get out of their own comfort zones,
and explore the many things they weren’t experts in… like plate-spinning!

8

Spotlight on   Engaging Children and Young People in Research
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We regard culture change as a ‘tipping point’ where a
common understanding will gradually emerge, of public
engagement as both an opportunity for personal and
professional development and as a vehicle for achieving
greater impact at an individual and institutional level. 
We considered ways to reach and influence the most
important audiences and crucial to this was the people
we put in place as ‘catalysts’.

Our operational structure:

The Beacon NE structure of a core delivery team,
supported by an Operations group and governed by a
Partners’ Board, allowed us to engage a range of key
people aligned to the structures and strategies of both
Universities. 

A core ambition of Beacon NE was to support and
promote mutually beneficial research that had a positive
impact on the general public. To make the research and
teaching of our institutions clear and to ensure our work
was of relevance to a wide range of partners, Beacon NE
worked to three broad themes, each assigned a number
of Theme Leaders. 

Our Theme Leaders were experienced academics who
were well connected to a number of key external
partners. Their role included:

acting as ambassadors for Beacon NE and public
engagement more broadly

encouraging other academics to take up public
engagement

creating links within and between themes at partner
institutions

developing knowledge about community groups and
strategic partnerships

aiding the long-term sustainability of the project

Thirteen Fellows were also appointed across Newcastle
and Durham Universities, working for up to three months
across a range of disciplines. These Fellowships included
the establishment of VOICENorth, a regional panel of
older people who now contribute their knowledge and
experience about healthy ageing and well-being to a
range of projects and research activities at Newcastle
University. Dr Lynne Corner, a Beacon NE Theme Leader
and Fellow, has strived to build meaningful relationships
with this community of experts and now works with them

Our approach to Culture Change

Partners Board
Developed, supported, and provided overall direction
and strategy for Beacon NE, acting as the principle
decision-making body.

Core Team
Responsible for the design and delivery of activity 
as well as project management and administration.

Operational Group
Identified and supported the initiation of projects
that fit within the strategic vision 
Brokered links, ensured integration and enabled
shared learning within and between partners and
the wider community 
Openly and proactively championed Beacon NE

We believe that for public engagement to become an integral, embedded part of

university culture, a greater number of academics need to see engagement, and in

particular participatory research approaches, as one possible means of improving the

quality, relevance and impact of their work. 
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to explore key issues around ageing and demographic
change. Beyond Beacon NE, VOICENorth continues to
provide real opportunities for people to become involved
in research and represents an extremely exciting
opportunity for people across the region to work in
partnership with researchers and policy and strategy
makers to make a positive difference to the lives of older
people in the North East.

In addition to these ambassadorial roles of Theme Leader
and Fellow, Beacon NE also developed a network of
experienced staff who can now offer support and advice
on a range of engagement topics, providing opportunities
to share and improve knowledge of public engagement
through workshops, seminars, forums and resources.

Through these staff development activities, Beacon NE
started to develop a community of practice, providing
informal opportunities for those involved in public
engagement to discuss issues and share ideas. One
academic from Newcastle commented: ‘Beacon NE is
effectively a support group for the emergent discipline 
of Engagement Studies… A great forum to swap
methodology and philosophy and to be supported
operationally.’

Beacon NE regularly met with the Staff Development 
Units of Durham and Newcastle Universities to identify
opportunities for embedding public engagement within
existing professional development for all staff, particularly
early stage researchers. Both Durham and Newcastle
continue to invest in public engagement training. At
Newcastle, from 2012, all members of staff will be able 
to access an annual training programme in public
engagement with workshops including:

Introduction to Public Engagement, including Funding
and Evaluation

Involving the Public in Your Research

Understanding, Expanding and Diversifying Your
Audience

Public Engagement Using Social Media

Citizen Science

Making the Most of Press and Media 

Storytelling: Understanding Who Listens and Why

RCUK’s Research in Context

Ethics and Principles of Engaged Research

Participatory Action Research Methods

Engaging Children and Young People in Research

Newcastle is also working with key national providers to
deliver dedicated science communication training and will
for the first time, invite Sense About Science to deliver
one of their Voice of Young Science Workshops in the
North East. 

At Durham, the Staff Development Unit has embedded
training for participatory action research and influencing
policy into its annual programme of training. These
training events are delivered by members of the Centre
for Social Justice and Community Action and are open 
at no cost to participants from community, voluntary 
and public sector organisations, as well as postgraduate
students – making for a dynamic and constructive
learning environment. The Centre for Social Justice and
Community Action also offers an annual training event for
postgraduate students, and an annual speed dating event,
funded by the University’s postgraduate training budget.

Beacon NE found that supporting one-off events that
bring together different groups within the Universities,
was often the simplest but most effective means of
support. These kind of events can be fairly low cost, and
provide good value for money, but may not be able to
happen without the kind of flexible and fast funding and
administrative support that Beacon NE was able to
provide. These events can bring together a wide range 
of people and introduce them to new ideas, or link them
with what others are doing. 

This ‘people capacity’ helped to nurture new and
emerging partnerships between University staff and
external partners and the core Beacon NE team to
support these interactions was extremely valuable in:

helping both sides identify possible opportunities

introducing possible collaborators in informal settings

helping to bridge culture differences and mediating
arising difficulties

supporting community groups to navigate University
bureaucracy

advising on approaches and methodologies.



The Faculty recognises that engagement in teaching gives
students the chance to develop better communication
skills, with greater empathy and clinical reasoning and
that student–patient interactions and collaborations allow
mutual respect to develop. Students gain a deeper
understanding of the patient experience and patients
gain an improved understanding of medical sciences and
healthcare provision. This can improve confidence and
self-esteem on both sides. Equally, the Faculty values the
way in which patient and public involvement in research
can empower those who use health and social care
services, providing a catalyst for influencing and affecting
change, offering researchers a different perspective and
ensuring research outcomes are relevant to patients and
the wider public, increasing the opportunity people have
to make informed choices.

The Faculty’s strategy aims to develop patient and public
engagement across the full range of their activity and has
allowed for the establishment of a Faculty-wide forum 
to bring together expertise in engagement, share good
practice and develop ideas. Beacon NE support initially
included the design and delivery of events and training that
supported and enabled staff undertaking engagement,
including the delivery of an event entitled Patient and
Public Engagement: Improving the Impact of teaching,
Learning and Research, which over 90 delegates attended
in October 2011. This strategic support has now been
sustained at a Faculty level, through the appointment of 
a dedicated Patient and Public Engagement Coordinator
from March 2012 and a Faculty-funded small grants
scheme to support engagement in teaching and research.
A programme of events, seminars and training is under
way to embed patient and public engagement and the
Faculty is leading on a number of widening participation
initiatives, including Leading Edge, in which researchers
work with young people on leading University research. 

The Beacon NE evaluation acknowledges that our
greatest achievement is the commitment that has been
built and sustained at the highest levels to continue work
to embed good-quality public engagement in the future.
Partners have taken this commitment in a direction
aligned to their institutional or organisational priorities,
which ensures greater sustainability and genuine legacy.
For both Universities this has meant realigning their
existing resource, as well as seeking to build further
resource over time.
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Patient and public engagement 
in the Faculty of Medical Sciences, Newcastle University

Beacon NE spent time supporting the development of a patient and public engagement

strategy in Newcastle University’s Faculty of Medical Sciences following the appointment 

of Professor Richard Thomson as Associate Dean for Patient and Public Engagement. 
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Durham University’s Centre for Social Justice and Community Action
responded to a request for help with research in 2008 from Thrive – 
a community organisation based on Teesside with a focus on poverty
and inequality issues. With a small grant from Beacon NE, University
staff and students worked alongside Thrive to research and take action
on household debt and high-cost credit (doorstep lenders, payday
loans). Thrive ran a successful campaign to change the practices of
several loan companies. The University, Thrive and Church Action on
Poverty then obtained a larger grant from Northern Rock Foundation
(2011–13) for longer-term, in-depth action research. www.dur.ac.uk/
beacon/socialjustice/researchprojects/debt_on_teesside

Spotlight on   Community-based Debt Research



Newcastle University
developed as a civic
university in response to
the regional demands of
an emerging industrial
economy in the 19th
century. It had its roots in
a School of Medicine in
1834 and then developed
to meet the demands 
of local industries –
shipbuilding, mining,
heavy engineering and

agriculture. The University expanded to become a
comprehensive, research-intensive university in the 
20th century with a continuing commitment to training
and professional development.

During the 1980s in the UK, there was a growing
emphasis on the ‘Third Mission’ of universities, additional
to teaching and research, which was seen initially as
deeper interactions with business and knowledge
transfer, and then engagement with the wider public,
including marginalised communities. The University
contributed strongly to this agenda from the late 1990s,
supporting the Regional Development Agency’s strategy
to put universities ‘at the heart of the region’. 

Since 2007 there has been a strong institutional focus 
on the civic agenda, led by Newcastle University’s 
Vice-Chancellor, Professor Chris Brink, who has a deep
commitment to strengthening the relationship between the
University and civil society. Newcastle was consequently
one of the first universities to appoint a Pro-Vice-Chancellor
for Engagement, Professor Paul Younger, who developed
the University’s first Engagement Strategy. By 2010 
the University had developed a rich, established and
mainstreamed portfolio of engagement practice, ranging
from widening participation activities and volunteering to
collaborative, applied research. In 2011, towards the end
of the Beacons for Public Engagement initiative, I took
engagement in to my portfolio, in my role as Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor. 

Up to this point, our Engagement Strategy had served 
us well in articulating a vision where the University played
a leading role in the cultural, social and economic
development of the North East and further afield, and
had successfully emphasised the importance of this at an
institutional level. Staff across the University responded
well to this vision and a number of Schools developed
their own operational plans, including the appointment of
staff to direct and support engagement at a subject level. 

However, we soon recognised that the Strategy needed
to evolve in order to respond to new external drivers that
placed renewed focus on the importance of engagement
and impact, namely the Research Excellence Framework
(REF) that emphasised the importance of the wider
impact of research and the Concordat for Engaging 
the Public with Research, published by the Research
Councils UK in 2011, that outlined the expectations 
and responsibilities of research funders with the aim 
of embedding public engagement within universities. 
We also had to respond to the growing expectations 
of students under the new tuition fees and an external
environment hit by recession and austerity. 

Our latest Strategy, currently in development and due for
publication in late 2012, will respond to these challenges
and reaffirm our commitment to ensuring that our research,
teaching and professional activities have genuine
economic, cultural and social benefits and impact. 

The University regards engagement as one of its core
activities which, while carried out in the sense of good
citizenship, is firmly anchored in our research and
teaching. Through engagement we contribute to our
reputation for world-class research addressing key
societal themes, we improve our ability to deliver relevant
research-informed programmes, we ensure fair access to
our programmes and continue to deliver an exceptional
student experience. Our new Strategy for engagement is
closely articulated with other key strategies in Research
and Innovation, Learning and Teaching, Internationalisation
and our Faculty priorities.

Leading on Engagement
By Professor Ella Ritchie, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Newcastle University

re:action Reflections on public engagement in higher education
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For many the notion of a civic university lies in the
relationship between the University and its immediate
neighbourhood – the City or region. While this is important
to us we also emphasise that the key feature of a civic
university is its sense of purpose – how it relates to wider
society regionally, nationally and internationally. We have
been able to better articulate our vision for engagement
with the development of the University’s Societal
Challenge Themes, which were still embryonic in the
design of the initial Engagement Strategy. The themes 
of ageing, sustainability and social renewal allow us to
address the demand side of research by responding 
to some of the most pressing needs within society.

Thanks to our learning from Beacon NE, we recognise that
engagement is enabled by three factors: people, places
and purpose. It is with these factors in mind that we are
shaping and developing the resource and operational
capacity to support, recognise, reward and build capacity
for public engagement at Newcastle University.

We were fortunate in our position as a Beacon to learn
not just from our own endeavours but also from those 
of Beacon institutions around the country. In developing
our strategy for engagement, we look forward to sharing
our experiences and continuing to learn from others,
ensuring that the culture change is a transformative one
across the sector broadly, rather than limited efforts of 
a handful of institutions.

To read more about Newcastle University’s role as a civic
university please visit: www.ncl.ac.uk/about/values

Those who lead on creating ideas, delivering
projects and developing collaborations.

Fundamental to the success of our Engagement
Strategy is the need to develop and nurture an
institutional culture in which engagement is seen
and embraced by all as an essential and embedded
element of our activities. Both individual and
institutional successes are to be acknowledged 
and celebrated, and a sense of pride and mutual
support championed amongst our staff, students,
stakeholders and communities.

People

The areas where we work, study, 
congregate and learn.

One of our greatest assets is our city-centre campus
and much work has gone into developing the
accessibility and aesthetic of our buildings, open
spaces and thoroughfares. Our campus must be 
a welcoming, vibrant location. Our engagement
facilities, such as our University Museum and
Chemistry Outreach Laboratory, and our cafés,
libraries and outdoor spaces, must all be regarded
as assets. We have greater appreciation for the
importance of place when working with communities
and the ways in which ‘place’ can enhance our
engagement activities.

Places

The work we undertake and the principles we
adhere to, to ensure that our partnerships and
collaborations are meaningful and mutually
beneficial.

It must not be assumed that principles of openness,
mutuality, humility, accountability, integrity and
inclusivity thrive in all areas of the University and we
must clearly articulate the importance of these as
fundamental principles in engagement, to be upheld
and championed at an institutional, school, service
and individual levels.

Purpose

At the heart of Newcastle University’s
Engagement Strategy:



One Beacon NE project has been ensuring

people with learning disabilities in Gateshead

have a louder voice in choosing the type of

activities available to them at weekends and

in the evenings. Fulfilling Lives, Fulfilling

Research has identified activities that are

likely to be popular amongst adults with

learning disabilities as well as the barriers

that stand in the way of participation.

A major challenge was how best to engage adults with
learning disabilities, since traditional research methods,
such as surveying, risk excluding people with learning
disabilities. Heather Chapman, the Co-ordinator of
Community Links for Gateshead Council, heard about
Beacon NE and asked if we would work with them 
to devise a meaningful research process. The team
identified two social science researchers at Durham
University, Helen Charnley and Se Kwang Hwang (now 
at Northumbria University), who both had experience 
in the field.

A steering group, including service users, practitioners,
managers and academics, discussed the research
process and developed three research questions: What
do people with learning disabilities do in the evenings
and at weekends? What would they like to do? What
prevents them from undertaking their preferred activities?
These questions were approached in two ways. 

First, an activity day was organised at Gateshead Leisure
Centre. Over 100 people with learning disabilities took
part in a range of workshops and activities to show how
they currently spend their leisure time and other ways
they would like to spend their time. The activity day was
facilitated by people skilled in participatory planning
techniques and by speech and language therapists who
supported individuals with communication difficulties. 

This was followed by an in-depth study with 10 people
with a range of abilities and impairments to ensure 
that individuals with more profound disabilities and

communication difficulties could be included. Visual
research methods were used to explore and understand
participants’ experiences and aspirations.

Phillip Walton and Christine Atkinson, the chair and the
treasurer of Gateshead People, a self-advocacy group
run by people with learning disabilities for people with
learning disabilities, played key roles in this part of the
project alongside Se Kwang and Lynne Paterson, a
volunteer with Community Links. Phillip and Christine
also contributed their own experiences. 

In one strand of the research, Christine photographed
her daily activities. ‘I took pictures of things I was doing 
in my house, like tidying up and the housework,’ said
Christine, who has since decided that she would like to
get out of her house more often to take part in activities
with friends. Christine has previously been paired up with
a ‘travel buddy’ to give her the confidence to catch 
a bus to places of interest and is keen to develop the
ability to travel independently to attractions such as the
MetroCentre, which offers a range of activities including
shopping and entertainment venues. This is the type of
practical support that could be extended to many more
people through the Fulfilling Lives project in the future.

Phillip said that his favourite activities include walking his
dog and gardening, while his aspirations included going
out to work: ‘It would be great if I could get a job doing
something I liked, maybe walking people’s dogs or doing
their gardens. Then I could save some money and go
and buy a car.’

Helen described the research project as a good example
of the ‘co-production of knowledge’, in which the
contributions and expertise of all parties are recognised
and valued. Se Kwang and Helen suggest that researchers
considering this type of co-inquiry should pay attention 
to the skills and experiences of people with learning
disabilities and never underestimate their capacity to
understand complex concepts in research. They also
recommend exploring a variety of methods for
communication and participation, never relying on one
single method unless it is clear it works for everyone.
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Fulfilling Lives, Fulfilling Research



The main finding of the project was that policies designed
to enable adults with learning disabilities to have greater
independence, choice and control over their own lives,
have had limited impact. Unexplored leisure aspirations
and reluctance by professionals to engage with positive
risk taking were flagged as threats to ensuring adults with
learning disabilities have more control over their evening
and weekend activities.

The report, presented by Phillip and Christine, was well
received at Gateshead Learning Disability Partnership
Board and efforts are being made to explore ways to
address the issues raised in the research.
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‘ People with learning disabilities may find it
difficult to take part in activities that most of
us take for granted. For example, there may be
people who want to watch a football match but
do not have the confidence to go on their own.
We need to explore all sorts of possibilities and
consider how such difficulties could be overcome.
There are many things we may believe people
with learning disabilities want to do but we
need the research.’
Kath Liddle, Manager and Project Partner
Gateshead Council’s Supported Living Service

‘Without the support of researchers from
Durham University, we would not have had 
the expertise to collect and analyse data in 
this professional and objective way. We would
probably have relied much more on anecdotal
information to make decisions, rather than
proper analysis. I also think that the report 
co-produced with a university carries more
weight than one produced by us alone.’
Dave Woolley, Support Worker and Project Partner
Gateshead People



Nowhere celebrates culture and science like the North
East and Beacon NE was lucky in that all three of our
partners are supportive of, and embedded in, the
delivery of regional events and festivals. We used these
events as vehicles to engage with communities and
external stakeholders on topics of interest and relevance
to them. Events were often enhanced by much broader
projects or activities, such as Durham University’s
Celebrate Science, where author-in-residence Linda
Gillard was invited by Durham University to encourage
greater creative dialogue between scientists and fiction
writers in the months leading up to the event.

Spotlight on   Events and Festivals 
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Bright Club started as a collaboration

between comedy promoters One Green

Firework, music promoters Duel in the 

Deep and UCL, and has been an initiative

explored and championed by universities

around the country.

For Beacon NE, Bright Club was a chance for the 
three partners to collaborate on an event, which would
encourage researchers, academics and students to
present their work on a different type of stage. Bright Club
transforms people’s academic passions into a light-hearted,
entertaining talk or routine, giving a public audience a taste
of what makes research exciting without sacrificing any
quality or ridiculing it. Our initial three events were hosted
by professional stand-up comedienne Helen Keen, who
was appointed Life’s Comedienne in Residence. Helen
contributed to staff training and a planetarium show at
Life, as well as providing training for University staff and
students. Researchers found themselves presenting to
an average audience of 80 people and without exception,
all found it to be a positive and invigorating experience!

‘ I’m starting off by talking about dragons,
because who isn’t interested in them? In the
academic world, you tend to be much more
hidden behind language, Bright Club is much
more personal and you’re putting yourself out
there a lot more. It’s a great way of changing the
image of academics. There can be a tendency to
assume someone following the academic path
hides in the library and never talks to anyone.
It’s important that this isn’t a world separated
from everyone else.’
Kathryn Bedford, PhD Researcher and 
Bright Club Performer, Durham University

‘ Events like Bright Club are a sign of a gradual
cultural shift. There’s something incredibly
personal about the way people perform, in which
someone’s personality is a much stronger force
than their academic background. Increasingly,
younger researchers see talking about their
work and sharing it with a wider audience 
as something that’s just part of their job.’
Andy Lloyd, Special Projects Manager, 
Centre for Life

‘When you do general presentations to your
peers, it’s very technical. They’re very interested
in data points you’ve collected. There are still 
a lot of scientists that don’t get into public
engagement, and just drop a piece of paper 
off at the Press Office. Doing Bright Club is
more about telling the story. There’s no point 
in doing research if no one hears about it.’
James Lord, PhD Researcher and Bright Club
Performer, Newcastle University

Bright Club



The aim of the Centre is to promote and develop
research, teaching, public and community engagement
and staff development (both within and outside the
University) around the broad theme of social justice in
local, national and international settings, with a specific
focus on participatory action research.

The Centre is an international centre of excellence for
theoretically informed participatory and community-based
research. Its members do not see ‘thinking’ or ‘theory’ as
separate from ‘practice’, or Universities as the only place
where thinking and theory happen.

The work of the Centre is based on a framework of
values that emphasises the importance of participatory
processes in community–university research partnerships,
based on principles of cooperation, mutual respect, a
valuing of expertise by experience and the importance of
seeking research outcomes that lead to tangible benefits
for research participants, particularly improving quality 
of life and redressing social injustice and inequalities.

In the last 18 months, the Centre has been successful
with a number of awards:

An action research project entitled Debt on Teesside:
Pathways to Inclusion which is a £108,181 grant from
the Northern Rock Foundation involving a partnership
with Thrive (Thornaby-on-Tees) and Church Action on
Poverty, running for two years. 

£32,470 for a scoping study for the Arts and
Humanities Research Council Connected Communities
programme entitled Community-based Participatory
Research: Ethics and Outcomes. 

£78,487 from the Arts and Humanities Research
Council to work on Connection, participation and
empowerment in community-based research: the case 
of the Transition Movement.

A further £25,458 from the Arts and Humanities
Research Council to work on Tackling ethical issues and
dilemmas in community-based participatory research: 
a practical resource.

The work on ethics grew directly out of the Beacon 
NE-funded first Co-inquiry Action Research group. 
This has resulted in the production of a guide to ethics
for community-based participatory research and a
collection of case materials.
www.dur.ac.uk/beacon/socialjustice/ethics_consultation

As well as funding core staff within the Centre, Beacon
NE also funded events and activities. Evaluation of these
events showed that participants enjoyed the opportunity
to network and share ideas and experiences with people
working in similar but diverse contexts. In total, 155 people
attended four events funded by a Beacon NE grant.

The Centre continues to flourish and grow, and is a 
good example of a sustainable project initiated through
Beacon NE.
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Centre for Social Justice 
and Community Action
The Centre for Social Justice and Community Action, established with support from 

Beacon NE, is a research centre at Durham University, made up of academic researchers

from a number of departments and disciplines and community partners. 
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The first CAR group (2010), comprising community partners
and academics from Durham and Newcastle Universities, 
was a living example of the ‘dos’ and ‘don’ts’ of community–
university partnerships. The group studied itself, as well as
sharing case examples of projects ranging from community-
based energy to organic food production. Seven toolkits were
produced, including one by and for community partners on
how to work with universities. The CAR group model was so
successful, that a second group was formed to work on ethics
in community-based participatory research.
www.durham.ac.uk/beacon/socialjustice/toolkits

Spotlight on 

Co-inquiry Action Research (CAR) groups
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The aim is to raise awareness and educate people about
aspects of the law, and to develop positive attitudes
towards the law and legal system, rather than providing
specific or personal legal advice. Professor Kathryn
Hollingsworth and Jenny Johnstone initially approached
Beacon NE in 2011, seeking advice on engagement. 

Funded by Beacon NE and now sustained by Newcastle
University’s strategic funds for engagement, the Street
Law project at Newcastle University aims to provide a
form of ‘street law’ to groups of children; to educate,
engage and encourage participation in issues surrounding
children’s law and children’s rights. In 2011–12, Newcastle
Law School ran a pilot, which is now in its second year,
aimed at engaging and raising awareness of young people
in the North East on issues relating to law, children’s

rights and legal processes. Twenty-four specially trained
Newcastle Law School undergraduate students have so
far taken part in the project and have developed sessions
on a number of legal topics, including police powers,
street drinking, transitions to adulthood, education and
access to legal advice. The sessions have been delivered
to a number of different organisations who work with
young people in and around Newcastle. 

In February 2012 the project was awarded the Alistair
MacQueen Memorial Grant for its commitment to
furthering relationships between Newcastle Law School
and the local community which will help to support the
project’s further development, and in March 2012 the team
were invited to give a TEDx talk at the Tyneside Cinema
in Newcastle as part of The Observer’s Festival of Ideas.

Street Law Project
‘Street Law’ is a term used to describe projects which involve law students sharing their
knowledge and educating groups of lay persons about the law and their legal rights.
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The exhibition is quite unusual – it doesn’t have labels
with detailed instructions or lists of facts to learn about.
Instead of being built around specific learning goals, the
project was developed around two key properties that
people possess in relation to science: ‘Science Capital’
(the ability to engage with science and technology in any
form they are encountered) and ‘Science Identity’ (the
extent to which an individual self-identifies as someone
interested in or able to engage with science). By freeing
people to explore and experiment at their own pace, the
goal is to strengthen both of these characteristics. Family
participation allows children to see the value their parents
and carers place on science and technology, which is a
dominant influence on future subject and career choice. If
successful, it will give people a taste for investigation and
the confidence to ask their own questions by developing
from the entry points in the exhibition.

The exhibition was developed from a range of published
academic research, from experimental psychology 
and learning research to cultural anthropology. The
development team established a partnership with the
Anthropology Department at Durham University, linked to
current research into cumulative culture. The department
will continue to use the exhibition as a laboratory to refine
and test their understanding of how ideas and practices
are transmitted between people. This in turn will influence
the design of subsequent exhibits and galleries in the
future.

The Curiosity Zone

‘ The Centre for Life has a role in making
scientific thinking ‘normal’ for both children
and adults. We use interactive exhibits as part
of a story to help convey the science in question.
What we lacked, though, was an exhibition that
takes a step back and looks at what science is. An
exhibition that, instead of telling people things,
helps them to develop the kind of innate skills
that form the basis of scientific thinking. ’
Elin Roberts, Head of Public Engagement
Centre for Life

‘ Research scientists don’t know what their
final results will be when they do an experiment.
In the same fashion, science is driven by
curiosity and an attempt to answer questions
that begin with ‘what happens if…’ Research 
is just a more formal sort of play when you
think of it! ’
Camille Cocaud, Special Projects Intern
Centre for Life

Learning from our engagement with a broad range of audiences has developed our

understanding of how we should be designing future events and activities. The Centre for

Life has developed their new interactive gallery with the aim of promoting exploration and

creative thinking in children, and demonstrating the value of curiosity to adults.
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Beacon NE activity timeline
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� Expanding 
our Horizons:
Engagement of
Universities with
Wider Society
Workshop

� Newcastle
ScienceFest

� Academic Leaders
Programme: How
Can a University
Effectively Embed
Public Engagement?

� Public Engagement 
in the Arts and
Humanities Seminar

� Public Engagement
using Social Media
workshops and Issues
and challenges in 
co-inquiry research
workshop at NCCPE
Conference ‘Engage
2010’

� Fellowship
scheme launched

� Public Engagement in the Social
Sciences Seminar

� Launch of the Centre for
Social Justice and Community
Action, attended by 80 people

� Maximising IMPACT through Public
Engagement 95 people attend this
Beacon NE conference to explore what
impact means for a range of stakeholders,
including research sponsors, and the
implications for academic researchers
undertaking engagement activities

� Small Grants Scheme Launched

� ‘Community-University Collaborations:
Exploring Models, Sharing Good Practice’
The first community–university
collaborations conference to be held in
Durham welcomed over 100 people from
all sectors over two days 

� Beacon NE Seminars Launched 
– six-month series of seminars with
researchers sharing their personal
experiences of public engagement

� Participatory Action Research training
workshop at Durham University

� Young People as Co-Researchers
seminar at Durham University



� VOX Leadership Training

� 2nd Newcastle Bright
Club at the Black Swan 
Arts Centre, Newcastle 

� Extending your Outreach
workshop at Durham University

� Launch of Durham University’s
Futures project: a series of
events designed to engage
academic and community
partners in dialogue about major
environmental challenges

� Developing Community
University Research Partnerships
2nd Speed-Dating Event at
Durham University
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� Newcastle
ScienceFest

� NewcastleGateshead
Bridges Festival

� 3rd Newcastle Bright
Club at the Black Swan
Arts Centre, Newcastle

� Engaging Children and Young People in
Research Conference at Newcastle University,
in partnership with the Regional Youth Work
Unit and the Institute of Local Governance

� Patient and Public Engagement: Improving
the Impact of Teaching, Learning and
Research at Newcastle University

� Newcastle Philosophy Festival: What’s so
special about community?

� Celebrate Science: Durham Science Festival

� Centre for Life is awarded the Leading Edge
Award for Business Practice, from the
Association of Science and Technology
Centres, (ASTC), the global body representing
science centres worldwide

� Making Room for
engagement: What does
public engagement offer
the student experience?
Workshop at the NE
Universities Learning and
Teaching Conference

� Presentation on Beacon
NE at Vitae Yorkshire and
NE Hub public engagement
Competition

� Public Engagement
using Social Media
workshop at British
Science Association’s
Science Communication
Conference

� Social Justice and the
Big Society event at
Durham University � Communications Toolkit

Training event: Improving internal
and external engagement at
Newcastle University

� Celebrating Science – Science
and Writing workshops begin

� Icebreakers and Games:
Science communication training
at Durham University

� 1st Newcastle Bright Club 
at the Bridge Hotel, Newcastle

� Centre for Life presenting on
engagement at British Interactive
Group annual conference

� Developing
Community University
Research Partnerships
1st Speed-Dating Event

� What No Oil? A week
long interactive project
with community, public
and private sector
partners in a derelict
shop in Durham



The Beacon NE evaluation concludes that we have
delivered a great deal on our aims. The same evaluation
recognises that we have taken a number of incremental
steps in helping to shift the culture of both Universities 
to be more supportive of public engagement, as well as
helping to develop new ways of thinking about public
engagement and the role of universities. There were,
however, issues in the project reaching its full potential
and these stem from the lack of a clearly articulated
vision for engagement, inconsistency with the project
management team and the practical complexities of
partnership working.

The project management team, in all incarnations,
reported that at times they felt disempowered, both
within their institutions and the wider partnership and 
that maintaining enthusiasm for engagement in such a
hierarchical culture was challenging. Much attention went
to supporting researchers and academics and we left 
it very late to address the needs of those people, who,
like the Beacon NE project staff, actually enabled and
facilitated engagement. As a result of this learning, in
both Universities, a concentrated effort is now made to
recognise, resource and reward all of those people who
are ‘catalysts’ for engagement, academic or otherwise.
Both Universities continue to invest in public engagement
training for staff and networks of support have been
sustained to allow for greater sharing of experience 
and expertise.

Our evaluation highlights some of our key lessons from
particular Beacon NE approaches:
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Lessons from Beacon NE

Beacon Fellowships

‘ This scheme contributed to Beacon NE aims
in a variety of ways, however there are questions
as to whether it was the most strategic use of
funds given the small number of people directly
involved compared to the overall cost and
demands on the core team time. Fellowships
granted to academics holding senior positions
in their Faculties/departments appeared more
likely to achieve influence within their respective
departments. One clear lesson is the need for
clear objectives and clarity about what the
scheme is expected to achieve.’

Small Grants

‘ The mid-term review of Beacon NE found that
while small grants were of value, there were
some concerns that the scheme was again very
time-consuming to administer, and the criteria
for awarding small grants could be more strategic.
As a result, these became proactively awarded
to initiatives that were seen to be more strategic.
Feedback suggests that this has been a more
successful approach and provided good value
for money. Where it has worked best is where
the fund has provided a catalyst to either give
the space to develop a bigger bid or showcase 
a particular initiative.’
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Theme Leaders

‘ Careful thought is required to ensure the
right people are chosen, and that they are able
to play their role effectively. The roles of Theme
Leaders were not clearly defined at the start of
the initiative; furthermore the seniority of some
of the Theme Leaders meant that they had
insufficient time to focus on this role. The value
of Theme Leaders has become a lot clearer over
the last 18 months (of the project), particularly
when they have had resources to draw on to
support initiatives. In Newcastle, aligning the
Theme Leaders to the societal challenges has
been a good strategic move, as it opens up
opportunities for influencing wider change. It
has also been particularly useful when Theme
Leaders have been able to influence research
institutions at particular strategic moments,
such as when they are starting up.’

Our evaluation also raises an interesting point about
‘centres of good practice’, which while not a pre-
determined initiative, became the way in which we
referred to those individuals or small groups within 
the University, which don’t fall within the established
organisational structure. They might be special interest
groups, project teams or merely like-minded enthusiasts.
We learned that these groups can play a useful role in
generating new ideas and were often collaborative in
nature, eg staff working across disciplines. We learned
that projects born of such collaborations tended to 
be kept going by the enthusiasm and hard work of 
the original protagonists, which can place enormous
pressure on individuals and risk the sustainability of
activity. However, in our experience, these groups of
enthusiasts tended to produce the most innovative ideas.
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‘ The guerrilla gardening project emerged
from meetings about the ‘quality of life’ of
older residents of Jesmond in Newcastle, where
many students live. They were very keen to
have more positive interactions with the student
community and become involved with student
volunteers. The theme of transforming the
local environment has been something
everyone has been able to engage with. ’
Bob Milan, Chief Executive 
Student Community Action Newcastle
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As Chief Executive of Student Community Action Newcastle
(SCAN), Bob Milan has not only established a thriving
community gardening group at Newcastle University
Student Union, but he has also won a major award for
designing an iPhone ‘app’ that is linking together like-
minded people across the UK.

Bob and SCAN’s Senior Project Worker, Phil Hay, lead a
‘guerrilla gardening’ group, supported by Beacon NE, in
which student volunteers armed with spades and plants,
transform neglected open spaces into attractive
community gardens.

When communications company Orange announced its
‘Do Some Good’ campaign to encourage volunteering
activity using mobile phones, Bob came up with the idea
of a guerrilla gardening app that allowed members of the
public to nominate neglected land for a makeover. The
app enables members of the public to take a photo, geo-
tag it and send it to SCAN, together with some words
stating the reason for their nomination and whether they
wanted to be involved in the project.

The idea was judged as one of the top three community
winners of Orange’s national competition for apps
supporting good ideas. Bob began working with Orange
engineers to develop the app, which was launched in
May 2011 at a high-profile media event in Twyford Park,
London, where SCAN volunteers gave a number of 

dilapidated flower beds a makeover to demonstrate their
talents. A few days later, a regional launch of the app at
Moorbank, Newcastle University’s Botanical Gardens,
boosted awareness of the project in the North East and
attracted even more interest from communities and local
partners.

More than 120 requests were received within four months,
arriving from all over the UK, with one ambitious request
even coming from Japan. Towards the end of 2011, Bob
and Phil began the task of assessing the nominations
and referring those that seem feasible to the nearest
guerrilla gardening groups. 

Beacon NE and the SCAN team also worked together
during the 2011 Newcastle-Gateshead Bridges Festival,
a two-day community event celebrating the magnificent
bridges that span the River Tyne. SCAN worked with
landscape designer Julia Barton and local community
groups on the ambitious idea of transforming Newcastle’s
historic Swing Bridge into a landscaped garden. More
than 30 students and members of staff from Newcastle
University took part in the project, which proved to be
one of the most popular visitor attractions of the Festival. 

Student volunteers, local residents and agencies
including local authorities and Northumbria Police
continue to work together to transform areas ranging
from city centre parks to local housing estates. 

Guerrilla gardeners



Engagement is multifaceted – there are many ways in which universities can undertake

public engagement, from staff and student volunteering or making services, resources and

facilities available to those outside the institution, through to collaborative research projects.

Given what we have learned about the important ways in which people act as catalysts for

engagement, we’ve summarised our top tips in two categories, those for institutions, and

those for individuals.
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Conclusions and recommendations

Top tips for Universities

1. Build on what you have. It is very important to find
out what is already going on, and who is doing it, so that
you can support them as much as you can. Remember
‘what you have’ isn’t just defined by what you own 
or manage – your local community groups, voluntary
organisations, science centres, schools, local authorities
and cultural venues are all assets and you should treat
and value them as such.

2. Be the sum of your parts. All universities have
pockets of brilliant engagement activity but your aim 
is to ensure that engagement can thrive anywhere and
everywhere in your institution. Set public engagement as
a priority at the very top of your institution and reinforce 
it throughout all levels of senior management, so that 
no one feels that engagement is ‘someone else’s job’.

3. Treat it like Payroll. Place your institutional support
services for engagement at the heart of the university.
You won’t be able to develop a ‘one-stop shop’ overnight
but it helps to have a team of people who can be first
point of contact for anyone internally needing help 
with engagement and for those people outside the
organisation looking for a way in. Having engagement
champions at departmental and institute levels is
invaluable but they’ll often work in under-resourced
isolation without centralised support.

4. Engagement takes time and money. But not 
having time or money is never an excuse to do without
engagement. Remember engagement isn’t an activity,
event or project, it is the way in which you undertake that
activity, event or project. As an institution, you might 
be commissioning public art, communicating research
findings or simply welcoming visitors to your campus.
The principles of good engagement, such as
transparency, inclusivity and accessibility, should
influence the way you work and become embedded 
in your working culture.

5. Keep it simple. You can theorise a lot about public
engagement and spend a lot of time wondering about
what the public might want from universities. But all good
engagement comes from the very simple steps of asking
and listening. That community group might not want to
collaborate on a research project – but perhaps they
would like access to your sports facilities. 
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Top five messages for researchers

1. Public engagement is a spectrum of skills,
interactions and activities and will vary across
disciplines. It is easy to imagine a participatory action
research project conducted in say, social justice or
dementia care, but it may be harder to conceive in an
area of electrical engineering, for example. Always pause
to think what the societal context of your research is – why
would this matter to people and how would it affect them –
and then consider who your potential audiences might be.

2. Some people are better at public engagement
than others. And some may think they are better than
they actually are. But the important thing to remember is
that wherever you are in terms of experience or expertise,
there is always more to learn! Find out what your university,
or neighbouring institutions, offer in the way of training
and development and investigate who else in your locality
or discipline is exploring public engagement – learn from
each other. 

3. There are lots of sticks, but the carrots taste better.
Don’t do public engagement because you have to, find
the ways in which engaging the public make your work
better and stronger and focus on them. Funders and
crucially, the public, can spot when something is insincere. 

4. It’s a slow burn. While the message is it SHOULD
enhance your career prospects, the reality in many
institutions is you might find yourself struggling to get
your work in engagement recognised by your manager 
or colleagues. Try to always ensure that your engagement
activities are integral to your teaching or research and
ensure that in all of your reflections, communications and
reports, you articulate how your work is better because
of public engagement. Track, record and communicate
all outcomes, however small. The rule is generally that
just around the time we are sick of saying something, 
is about the time people start to listen.

5. Brace yourself. The blur between personal and
professional in community-led research can be intense,
particularly in projects where participants have attached
significant weight to research findings. Here you might
find yourself in the unexpected role of ‘champion’ or
‘activist’. Some people thrive in these capacities but 
it is OK if you don’t. When establishing guidelines and
outlining expectations, don’t forget to include and
articulate your own!
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NESCI was another example of collaboration
between the three Beacon NE partners. Over a
number of ‘roadshow’ events between 2008 and
2012, Institute researchers from both Durham and
Newcastle joined with science communicators from
the Centre for Life at various public spaces to talk
about stem cell research. Life developed presentation
materials and activities to provide entry points for 
the public and researchers to enter into deeper
conversations. The roadshow travelled around the
region and even visited the Houses of Parliament to
talk with MPs prior to debates around the Human
Fertilisation and Embryology Act

Spotlight on

The North East England Stem 
Cell Institute (NESCI)
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You can tell us what you think at: 
www.engage-ne.org.uk

Twitter (@EngageNE) using the hashtag
#BeaconNEReport
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